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SUBJECT:

PURPOSE:

To provide Council with the results of the recent Library Services / Facilities Questionnaire

DISCUSSION:

At the September 28, 2015 Council meeting, Council received a report from staff outlining the
work that the Town has undertaken with the Vancouver lsland Regional Library UIRL) and the
District of North Saanich on preferred options for expansion of library services. lt was determined
that a logical next step would be some initial community consultation regarding the existing library
facility and service. lt was further determined that the initial consultation would consist of an
information piece in Town Talk and a survey available in paper form in Town Talk and also on the
Town's website. (See Appendix A for paper survey.) The online survey was deployed almost
immediately and Town Talk was sent out to all addresses in Sidney the first week in October. The
deadline for responses was October 30, 2015.

ln total 298 questionnaires were submitted - 131 online and 167 in paper form.

The following is a summary of the attached survey results shown in Appendix B:

The submissions indicate that the Sidney/North Saanich Regional Library is well used and
considered a valuable community asset.
Survey submissions support a renovated/expanded library in the same location as
opposed to a new library in the downtown core.
While a number of submissions agree that renovation is required to make the building
more comfortable and up-to-date, some question the need to expand the library.
The survey submissions indicate limited support for a satellite branch at Panorama
Recreation Centre.
There were a number of general comments specifically relating to library service providers

- i.e. VIRL vs. GVPL.

Regarding the survey, it important to acknowledge the following qualifying statements:
o As there was no requirement for those taking the survey to provide an address on the

survey form, there is no way of knowing how many respondents are Sidney residents or
residents of the neighboring municipalities of North Saanich and Central Saanich.

. The survey was conducted as a self-select survey, therefore creating a degree of survey
sample bias and subsequently impacting the validity of the results.

. Regarding possible library site locations in the downtown, no detailed options were
provided to the public to review and assess potential pros and cons.
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STRATEGIC PLAN:

Council has identified library services / facilities as one of its strategic initiatives for 2017

RECOMMENDATION:

1. That the report dated 21,2015 regarding Community Consultation on Library Facilities be
received for information;

2. That the survey results be placed on the Town's website and forwarded to the Chair of
Vancouver lsland Regional Library.

Respectfu lly subm itted,

Humble
Chief Adm inistrative Officer

Attachments: Appendix A (Library Services Questionnaire)
Appendix B (Library Services Questionnaire Results)



APPENDIX A

Please return this questionnaire to the Town of Sidney at2440 Sidney Avenue by Friday, October 30.
Alternately, you can also access this same questionnaire on our website at:

www.sid ney.calServices/ Projects_ I nitiatives/ Li bra ry_Services. htm

7. How frequently do you use the Sidney/North Saanich Library located on Resthaven Drive?

At least once a week Once a year or less

At least one a month ______ Not at all

2 or 3 times a year

1a. lf you are not a library user, or you are an infrequent user, is there any factor that would encourage you
to make more use of library services? Please specify

2. The existing Sidney/North Saanich Library is less than half the recommended size for the current
population of the catchment area, and is long overdue for renovation or replacement. Which of the
following options would you prefer:

A renovated/expanded library in the same location (bearing in mind the current facility would
have to close during construction for renovations or replacement)

A new library facility in the downtown core

I would not support any change to the library size or current level of service

3. North Saanich is considering adding a satellite branch at Panorama Recreation Centre. lf a library branch is

added at Panorama, how would it affect your library use?

Would keep using a Sidney branch

Would use the new Panorama branch instead of a branch in Sidney

Would likely use both

Not a regular library user, and new branch would not change that

4. Do you have any other ideas or opinions that you would like to share with us about the potential
expansion of library services?

Town of S¡dney
Libra ry Services Questionna¡ re



APPENDIX B

Library Services Questionnaire Tabulations

How frequently do you use the Sidney/North Saanich Library located on Resthaven Drive?

L49 - At least once a week

99 - lt least once a month

33-zor3timesayear

7 - once a year or less

I - ruot at all

lf you are not a library user, or you are an infrequent user, is there any factor that would encourage
you to make more use of library services?

o lncrease the number of books and DVDs.

o More chairs and tables for reading and a coffee shop.

. Be¡ng able to more easily copy or check out reference materials such as the BC Strata Property

Act, etc.
o A better organized library with a much larger selection of books and materials. The wait time

for requested items is usually very long, there needs to be more copies of new, popular books.

o I was a very frequent user of the Oak Bay library prior to moving to Sidney. I was surprised to
find that the Sidney library wasn't part of the GVPL but of the VIRL. The GVPL is vastly superior

in technology access and other services. I tried using the local Sidney library a couple of times

after moving here but gave up out of disinterest.
o I am happy with the services available - appreciate the video discs as an addition.
o Extended hours - Sunday morning?
o More comfortable seating with better lighting.
o Dedication of a portion of the library to a Makerspace.

¡ Friendlier staff. More dvd access to current movie releases.

o Better selection of new release books and DVDs.

o lt's painfully slow to get stuff if it has to come from all over the island.

o Modern services and better location.
o Kobo or ebook readers more plentiful, lessons on the use of them, longer loan out for users.

o More computers and access to the internet perhaps in a better located and identified area.

¡ lnternet is so available, library not needed.

o I read most books on my iPad. I can also get books online from the library.
o I would like to see a bigger library with more books. So often I am on a long waiting list.
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. I frequently use the library online services to search and order books for pickup so I don't need

to go to the library very often. I attend a weekly meditation class in the library activity room.
o Larger collection especially literature and art.
¡ We download books more than going to the branch.
o More digital services - books.
o I would like more ebooks available and have a bigger selection to choose from.
o A larger selection of DVDs.

o More ebook copies or more paper copies of popular books. l'm inherently lazy and impatient
and if I will be waiting months for hold items I end up justifying to myself buying it from Kobo.

o lnternet.
o Air conditioningl lt is so warm in the summer.
o Closer to downtown core and modern looking.

o More soft cover books. They are easier to hold and read for many seniors. There seems to be

less of these in Sidney lately.
o I check books online - just pick up and drop off at the location.
o A more comprehensive collection of books, especially non-fiction.
¡ I would take advantage of a children's program offered on weekends. Perhaps a story time

session, or arts and crafts competitions. Especially during the winter months. Would be great

to have some'family' involvement.
o Location, parking in Sidney is challenging.
o I would like to go to the library more frequently but at this time in my life ljust don't have

enough time as I work downtown and so spend the majority of my week out of the community.
o Book sales? I usually buy my books. l've thought about children's story time but haven't come

yet. Parking is limited. Maybe a bigger facility with modern look? Something to make the
younger droid want to go there more.

o More selection of books that are readily available.
o Better integration with Victoria library system. lt drives me crazy that I live just a couple

hundred meters from being able to access more comprehensive library services.
o More kids programs.

o I am an avid reader but prefer to obtain and read my own material.
o More choice of material.
¡ I have been trying to get a TV series and it takes way too long to get a disc or 2 in the series.

They're all in Courtenay or further on the island. Quicker service.
¡ Larger catalog of books, CDs, DVDs on site.
¡ I find it hard to locate children's books often as they are organized by author but most of the

time I have no idea who the author is. lt would be nice to have an updated search function on a
computer that is working well. Quite often the library search computer is not working.

o I have fríends who don't have Wi-Fi and they use the library daily. I have always had a good

experience and will continue to use it.
o There needs to be more selection. Not very many copies of some items and it takes a long time

for holds to come in.
o Perhaps advice/help in using iPads.
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The existing Sidney/North Saanich Library is less than half the recommended size for the current
population of the catchment area, and is long overdue for renovation or replacement. Which of the
following options would you prefer:

194 -A renovated/expanded library in the same location

54 - a new library in the downtown core

65 - I would not support any change to the library or current level of service

North Saanich is considering adding a satellite branch at Panorama Recreation Centre. lf a library
branch is added at Panorama, how would it affect your library use?

246 - Would keep using a Sidney branch

7 - Would use the new Panorama branch instead of a branch in Sidney

35 - would likely use both

15 - tt¡ot a regular library user, and a new branch would not change that

Do you have any other ideas or opinions that you would like to share with us about the potential

expansion of library services?

a

a

I am a user but still would increase use with better system of holds and suspensions. The new

system on the revised website may well result in reduced use of the library for me. Availability
of a better selection of books and journals in the library as well as up to date movies would

result in increased use. I cannot support any change in library size if the current level of service

remains the same otherwise I would support a renovated/expanded library in the same location

I usually order books online from the VIRL catalogue but find it frustrating that there is such a

lengthy wait time for books.

I would use the library a lot more often if there was once located at Panorama as it is walking

distance to my home.

With expansion to the Sidney library more parking is a necessity. lt is difficult to get a parking

space now though usually I am able to walk. When I have taken my car I have had to go another

time because of parking. I am not in favour of a branch in the downtown core because of
parking again, though most times I would be able to walk.

There is no need to close the library for an expansion. Expand the building first and then
renovate the existing building. Loss of service to the community should be kept to a minimal

time.

a

o

a
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. The Sidney Library should be part of the Greater Victoria Public Library. Brentwood is part of
the library system. The nearest libraries of VIRL are Nanaimo and Sooke. We would have a

much better selection of books. I also use the library on Elk Lake Drive due to better selection.

o The current library is in the perfect location for many people who walk or ride bikes, as well as

for Shoal Centre residents and for many other apartments, condos and townhouse residents in

the area.
o Excellent facility - people most helpful. Do not eliminate parking spaces with extension.
r ls a second storey a possibility?

o A good idea I

¡ Facilities are adequate.
. Potential expansion is both necessary and ideal.

o Library is an important part of this community and offers more than just books. Would hate to
see it closed for renovations for any períod of time and the downtown core would be a great

option.
¡ Expanding to 3 floors. Lower/basement level with modern lighting, geared to serious

researchers. Books and computers, shared and private study desks. Top floor books and

computers. Area to see over to lower floor. Children's reading/study area lower area.

o I think the líbrary's current location is excellent and the parking is ample. The grounds are

stunning. I hope any buildíng expansion would retain the gardens. Alternatively, if the library's

location were to change, the current structure and grounds could be used as a much-needed

meetings venue for the town.
o We should have a new multi-purpose building in town. lt could include an Art centre as Tulista

Art Gallery is bursting at the seams. Could also include tourist info centre. Makes no sense to
have satellite branch at Panorama. lt would incur extra wage cost and the Sidney Library has

just decreased its hours in order to decrease wage costs I would assume.
. Expansion (take out the relatively unused exercise items). This would allow expansion south

and east with little disruption in activities.
o Build the new one at Panorama first, then rebuild the Sidney branch, that way we can all

maintain our library services.
o A larger selection is badly needed in all areas. Air conditioning would be nice.

o Current location is great for all nearby seniors and young parents for parking. Downtown would

deter use due to parking issues.

o Bigger is not always better. This library is never crowded and the service is great. Leave it
alone !

o I like the current library - its ambiance and location. Parking can sometimes be a problem. lf it
is expanded, then more parking should be provided.

¡ A vibrant community needs a good library with enough space to reach out to all residents,

young and old, with expanded programs and quiet space. The present library is just not big

enough.
. I strongly oppose any expansion of library physical plant. The existing library is sufficient for

those who still want to go to a building and read. For the rest of us, the library should focus on

outreach and online access to a global array of materials.
r Expand inventory of large print newly released best sellers.
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. S¡dney is a walkabout town and a new two storey building on the current site would be ideal.

Air conditioning would be an asset for staff and patrons. Many empty stores in Sidney could be

rented while a new library is built. The Sidney Elementary School grounds would also be a great

site. Easy walking for everyone.
. Approach SD63 re Sidney School site. Would be great for pupils and parents, or town hall site if

a new town hall is built elsewhere, although parking might be a problem. Build library next to
Winspear Centre - lots of parking. Hopefully a new library would have air conditioning and heat
from heat pumps.

r lnvest in our library with an expansion. lt is a critical aspect of a healthy community. I think we

should consider renovation, making it 2 or 3 storeys, as it is perfectly located for walkers and so

very close to many large complexes.
. Bring back old fashioned "quiet" in the library. Please consider separating areas (such as

counter and check in/out, computers, small children's play area) from the area housing books

because the noise from these various areas is very distracting, not to say annoying. l'd like some

more quiet when choosing reading material and don't want to hear people discussing their lives

in loud voices.

. Why not amalgamate with Greater Victoria Public Library?

. Why would one have to close the library while renovations to enlarge are going on? There are

so many buildings that area added onto and the business is still in operation. The location is

good and there is the property to add on to. We can't afford all these big projects. We have

only 10,000 people and we don't need to go into debt for L5 million or more (th¡s includes the
10 million plus financing charges for a not needed fire hall).

o I do not think that the actual size of the library needs to change but I would like to have a better
service for ordering books that are not currently on the shelf. The library and the gardens are a

great feature of Sidney and it would be a shame to change them.
o I am not sure expansion is essential what with e-resources and inter library loans. I use the

library so much that I bought my house due to its proximity to the library. lf construction
requires shutdown I hope that a temporary location/service would be considered.

o I have lived here L0 years and have never seen the library overly busy.

o Where could there possibly be a library in the downtown core with parking when Sidney is

already being overbuilt on?
o lt has never been busy when we've been there. We would not like to see any of the gardens

downsized for additions. lt is in such a good location for seniors who are in the Shoal Centre and

other retirement residences. lf expansion is necessary we think it would be better to keep

Sidney Library as is and let North Saanich have their own library in a central location for their
residents. lt would be devastating for Sidney's seniors and other if it closed even temporarily.
l'm 95 and don't drive.

o I like it as it is.

o The library desperately needs more space and more books. lt could use better seatíng, more
work tables and better (natural) lighting.

o I would prefer if Sidney would join the GVPL system since the services and available resources

are higher quality. Also it would be more convenient to return and take out materials since I

work in Victoria but live in Sidney.
o Excellent staff, good location.
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. Please see http://oedb.orslilibrarian/a-librarians-guide-to-makerspaces/. There is a big

movement to converting library space to Makerspace. Many of the functions of modern
libraries have been made obsolete by the internet, thus freeing up space and attracting new

users to libraries. This also supports STEM initiatives and provides users with hands on technical
know-how.

o Having a more accessible book drop (external) and reserved pickup. I like the system now, but I

think it could be a bit better.
o I read several books a week as well as browsing the shelves at the library. I make extensive use

of the online system to request books, the proximity of the library was a major factor in our
move to our present location.

¡ The existing building should be rearranged to place the children section into the north side area

in place of the part time preschool activities and meetings. The adult section could then be

enlarged without further cost. To talk of a new facility downtown is nonsense, the problem of
parking alone rules it out.

¡ The library is in the most available location - available to Shoal and senior assisted living

facilities. lt must remain where it is presently located. There are also a number of children
located in the nearby community. Please keep it where it now sits. Change is not better.

o lf construction must be done, I would suggest a temporary location during those renovations.
o lf you renovate at the same location provide an alternative library during renovations in Sidney-

more computers, increase new books and new dvds, comfortable seating plus maybe a gas

fireplace, better lighting, improve teen section.
¡ We do not need to spend all the money we are allocated just because it is available. A slightly

larger or extended library would do fine as it is more important what is inside the library and the
number of books and periodicals available in in the decline.

o Having a satellite library would be an option if upgrading Sidney's library but too close to
operate two at the same time. Downtown Sidney location would assist in walking distance for
those non-drivers and possibly increase users.

¡ Continuation and expansion of reading/writing groups. ln a new facility, separate space for
computer access. Small rooms for local non-profits to meet.

o Expand Sidney library at present location.
o One large library has better options than 2 small, making 2 libraries will split staff and resources.

Most users live in Sidney and many do not drive, so the Panorama branch would be

underutilized.
o Tie in with GVPL. lt takes forever to get stuff from the locations in the VIRL network.
¡ Existing library is sub-par. Location is awkward, put it downtown.
o Given that more and more library services are using downloaded material from the internet, I

cannot see why a brand new, fancy and expensive facility in necessary - just a place to house

even more computers.
o Love the location and grounds, please don't move.

o Four-way stop at Resthaven Drive and Mills Road.

o Expand current facility.
o I would like to see Sidney/North Saanich have a library space similar to that in Ganges, with

rooms for meetings, etc. The volunteer staff there do an amazing job.
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. More parking. When talks are on and lessons are given it ¡s best to vary day of week and time of
day. Use Nell Horth room for computers and rental items so as not to disrupt library use too
much. Addition to Nell Horth room. Sidney School may be ideal location for new library if
necessary.

r I love our library exactly where it is. That was one factor in favour of our home purchase to be

able to walk to the library. I read more because it is so handy and stafffriendly and helpful.
o Sometimes big isn't better.
¡ Expand upwards, not out.
o I feel the present location is the perfect location for a library - peaceful and surrounded by

beautiful gardens. A library downtown would not offer this. Also, despite the fact that the
library is considered to be too small, is it really? I have never seen the library full of people.
Many people request books on line now so the physical space is not as vital as it once was. Why
mess with perfection? Leave it alone or add on unobtrusively. Please do not change location.

o Love the magazine selection, better understanding on using small meeting rooms (signage?).

Better located and more computers with internet access, perhaps evening "lunch and learns" on

the library and how to make better use of it and its offerings.
o Put free internet terminals on Beacon Avenue and close the library.
o Sidney's library is perfect as it is. lt is never overcrowded and shares access with the entire

region for book selection. No need to change this beautiful building. An additional library at
Panorama would be excellent for browsers like me who enjoy getting out of the house and just
wandering through a place, and feeling welcome there.

o Relocating library to downtown core would only exacerbate parking problems. Current location
should remain.

¡ One of the criteria for locating to Sidney 15 years ago was to be within walking distance of a
library. This location will be even more critical as we age and visiting the library becomes our
most important activity outside the home.

o Obviously the Panorama satellite branch would be the most economical solution. I would be

interested in knowing if and how technology has affected the library.
o I recommend consideration being given to relocating the Nell Horth Room to the Winspear

Centre. The free space could be used by the library.
¡ I love the present location and the beautiful garden. There is room for expansion. lf there

would also be a Panorama branch then there willstill be limited selection at both places. One

renovated/expanded library is better.
o Given the internet's expansion/penetration over the years, and with virtually any information or

reading material available online, the requirement for a public library is vastly diminished.
o Libraries are vital. Print collections remain vital.
o As you have noted, the library in its current location is well used. Please keep it where it isl So

many people in Sidney walk, it is near senior's centres and convenient.
r I definitely support making the necessary changes to the library. Having to choose between

renovating the existing building or arranging a new space in Sidney is a difficult decision. Not
understanding the scope and related costs l'm not sure which to choose. Though inconvenient,
having to close duríng renovations seems like a poor reason not to renovate the current site if
this seems like the best place. But I would also support a new library site somewhere else in the
core of Sidney if that was the decision that gives the community the best bang.
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. ldo not believe our library needs to be bigger. I have neverseen it crowded. The library online

services are excellent and allow people to search for books and access information from the

comfort of their home without having to travel which also reduces our carbon footprint. I

generally use the library to pick up and drop off books. The current location makes it very

accessible. The gardens are beautiful. I would not change anything. A bigger library is

completely unnecessary. The money would be better spent on increasing the number of books

as some books I want to read take weeks/months to become available. The library definitely
does not need to be bigger.

o Most of the books I want to borrow are not at the Sidney location, therefore I go through VIRL

system and ask my books to be transferred from other libraries. While I do not go into the

Sidney library to browse books, it would be wonderful if the renovated library has more places

to sit down and read books. lwould like the renovated Sidney libraryto have a few spaces like

the North Nanaimo library. This library offers two small meeting spaces and one bigger hall

(that can be converted into a lecture hall or a group activity room). I like that the public can

book the use of these rooms. The bigger meeting room is used for activities like Mother Goose

and ESL conversation club. lt is enclosed so the noise does not travel to other areas of the

library. lt would be wonderful if the renovated library also has a community garden space run

by a local non-profit group or the library themselves. The public can volunteer as they see fit,
and the library can also promote book launch and events related to sustainability and food

security (which I believe are important in our area). I envision this community garden area to
have an outside gathering space with some benches and shades for people to sit in.

. Very good service, very much appreciated.

. Why not on airport land with fire and ambulance services, and a park? More shopping not

needed I

o Library should be more "alive". Why is there not a regular reading series? Adult and children's

authors? Art displays in that empty board room? Speakers, films, etc. - more interactive.
o Change does not necessarily mean better if the level of personal service is altered. This branch

is user friendly and efficient.
o I would like the library to be open longer on Sundays and holidays to at least 5pm.

o Frankly, for my needs, the present library is quite adequate. I find it efficient and the staff
always courteous and helpful.

o Consider a second floor with escalator as an economical alternative. lt is an excellent location as

is and usually sufficient parking area. Please don't move into the Beacon Avenue area - it is
already parking difficult enough!

o Would like to see the library expanded either way. lf there was to be a new branch in the

downtown core there would need to be suitable parking. Although we always walk.
o We are the only library in the Greater Victoria area that is not part of the GVPL system. I am

often in Oak Bay looking after grandkids or in Brentwood Bay. Although I can use by BC card you

cannot access digital material. I never go up island or to the Gulf lslands. We need to be with
GVPL before you consider a new building.

o I would not like to move it as it is very convenient to use now. I never find it overflowing with
people and the storage seems adequate.

¡ Selection would be best if one large branch. Basic books and DVDs in two locations will only

duplicate each other.
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. Living in Sidney this branch ís very walkable - great for me.

o Do not, under any circumstances, use the current beautiful flower beds, lawns and exercise area

to expand the library. lnstead, make it two storey with lift or elevator.
o Don't change the gardens, we all enjoy them. Build up instead.

o lnclude rentable meeting spaces and space for art shows, music, etc.
o Build a new library downtown but keep the current location as a park and gardens. Turn the

building in to some other use, but don't build on or destroy the garden.

o I would like to see the continued expansion of the ebook capabilities and number of titles
available as an ebook.

o I think the satellite branch at Panorama should be opened before the Sidney Library is closed for
renovations.

o I have been using this Library for almost 30 years and have nothing but praise for the staff and,

especially, the new online catalogue. I believe that all the resources (books, computers,
magazines, research staff, etc.) enhance the people in our community and am proud to support
this facility through my taxes. With expanding population comes the need for expanding

facilities. These "free" services are essential for people who do not have financial resources and

one of the most important mandates of our public library. Expand in any way feasible.

. Keep expanding the electronic access to books, library holdings and personal accounts. The

actual number of people I see during my visits strongly suggests that physical expansion of the
space is NOT needed.

o Do not expand, online is where it is at. The ongoing cost of staff and increased building
maintenance just adds to our tax load.

o For Sidney residents it would be highly inconvenient to go to Panorama branch. We love our
Sidney library and would love to keep it here. Downtown new facility would be great.

¡ Our library is wonderfuljust the way it is. We would not want it moved or changed to any other
location.

o Traveling "bus" type books on wheels. Many elderly book lovers on the Peninsula are not as

mobile as they once were. Think outside the box! Books are exiting.
o A few years ago there was a referendum and Sidney voted to join Victoria library but North

Saanich didn't. I would much prefer to join GVPL as more books are available at a cheaper cost.

Let North Saanich build their own building.
o I love the current location, size, staff and facilities. They are excellent. However, if we must

expand I would like to see a new branch at Panorama which could cater to a younger crowd,
more books for young adults, more hi-tech stuff. The Sidney location is perfectly located for the
many seniors nearby at Shoal and other retirement residences. These seniors would find it very

hard to get to the Panorama location.
¡ Please do not close current library or location. lt is used extensively. Do not more to another

location. Why fix something that is not broken I Save our tax dollarsl The location is an oasis.

¡ lwill not support a new library branch while we are still part of the VIRL library service. lthink
we should be part of the Victoria library service and we should have another referendum to
make this change. The service we receive now as a member of VIRL is absolutely terrible
compared to the services offered through the Victoria system. Having to pay an exorbitant fee

to become part of both systems is ridiculous. Sidney is closer to Victoria than all the rest of the
townsupisland. ltmakesnosensetobepartofVIRL. TakealookattheVictoriaandVancouver
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library systems and tell me why VIRL can't offer the same. lf funding is not there, then join all of
Vancouver lsland's library services together. lt just makes sense.

o Comox built a new VIRL library in the ground floor of a strata. Could this be done in the
downtown area? Maybe put it below a multi-storey parking facility and solve 2 problems.

r I think it is important to keep a Sidney branch that allows people in the community to walk to it.
Panorama is not a walkable location.

o What about the lot next to Sidney Elementary School for a site for a new one?

o I am very satisfied with the library service. The garden around current building is so beautiful

and well maintained. lt would be sad to move away. Can the existing building be enlarged over

the side parking lot?
o I am not against a new library in the downtown core of Sidney. However, it seems to me that

the present location is good and I presume we already own the land.

¡ ls VIRL suggesting that North Saanich and Sidney are underserved based merely on population

statistics or comments from library users? On my regular visits to the branch, I always feel well

served. Please consider the pleasure residents and visitors derive from the gardens at the
Sidney branch when considering changes to the footprint of the existing building.

o Join the Greater Victoria library system instead. Books would arrive faster. Get a bigger, better
facility with air conditioning and proper heating. Your building reeks of mildew. Not in

downtown - we need parking.

o Community presentations especially by locals - early history, travel, music.

o Enlarge if necessary present library and do so with keeping the present one open.

¡ Pleaserenovate/expand.
r Preferable to keep library in current location for easy access to all senior's facilities in this area.

¡ I think the satellite branch at Panorama would be a good idea for families in that area.

o Excellent facility and location. Needs more updated books.
¡ I feel the Sidney library location is key for senior citizens. To walk through the beautiful gardens

in its present location is a constant joy to me.

¡ lt seems most reasonable to expand the existing branch onsite, as it has good parking, very

attractive surroundings, is well served by bus with the bus stop outside, and is very close to
several complexes for elderly seniors, many of whom no longer drive and who chose to live in

that area because of the library and the ShoalCentre. Expanding the existing branch would be

best for most, I believe.

o Current library needs more up to date fiction books. Paperback selection is very poor - books

are in bad shape, movie DVD's are dated, very limited selection.
o I think the library we have is just great. Good service - no waits - excellent staff.
o Present space, plus Kumon area and build out from that room into the lawn. There would still

be lots of green space and the library should be big enough. There should also be no need to
close the present library during the construction.

o The current library is in a great place - peaceful, easily accessible, away from businesses. A little
pain while expanding would be a small price to pay for long term benefits.

o We believe that the Sidney Library can be expanded and renovated within a very short close

down time, without the need to consider a new facility and with little loss of garden space (plan

submitted).
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. I have never felt the existing library was too crowded. lt is in an ideal location and the lovely
garden is a joy to all, not just library users. The garden must be kept!

¡ A new, more centrally located library (say on or near Beacon) could act as a new vibrant multi-
use focal point for Sidney. ln addition to the usual library stacks, it could include elements such

as comfortable reading areas, community meeting rooms, maybe a gallery for local artists, a

coffee shop, and enhanced internet capabilities. lt could even include a small theatre for films
or small for small music events. lt could be a new home for the Sidney Museum. lt could be a

place where the community gathers throughout the day and evening. lt could join the Mary

Winspear Centre, our wonderful waterfront and the Ocean Discovery Centre as symbols of what
makes Sidney such a great place to live. ldeally, it should be bright space, full of light, and its

architecture could reflect our west coast style and colours. Perhaps the library could be built in
partnership or with the support of the private sector, along the lines of the model used for the
Ocean Discovery Centre. Such a facility could be a tremendous asset to the community. We

should think outside the box.
o The current library is busy, which makes it lively. lnter-library loans work very well. DO NOT

even think about reducing the gardens which bring many of us so much pleasure to walk

through or to drive by. They are as important to me as the library.
¡ Thinking of all modern technology are books becoming a way of the past? Kids now do

everything online.
o lnclude meeting rooms in the renovation to encourage and support community groups.

o Adding a satellite branch at Panorama, keep Sidney branch then seniors are not driving
anymore. Can walk to the library. Exercise keeps everyone healthy.

o I really like the size we have but staff and heavy users would really have a better sense. The

meeting room is fine for guest speakers. I rarely interact with staffas I check in and out
electronically.

o Additional computers please. ls it time for a 3-D printer?
¡ I would like to see more computers at the library.
. Why on earth does Sidney have to belong to the VIRL? Why not belong or affiliate with Greater

Victoria Public Library? Sidney should withdraw from VIRL and join the Victoria library system

IMMEDIATELY.

¡ A larger facility, with the addition of more books, would make it more useful to the general

population.
o Quieter study areas. Libraries are too noisy. Librarians talk loudly.
¡ I love the library and gardens just the way they are. I use the online library quite a bit now but

enjoy going to the actual library too.
¡ Think outside the box! Put the new library in the garden area (keep library open during

construction), maybe even put condos above 2 storey library. When finished remove old library,

replace garden and parking lot.
o Would like to see it become more child/family friendly. More kids tables, activities, story times,

etc. Maybe even have a few toys/puzzles to borrow and return. A little playground outside
would be great too.

. My family would like more books. We feel like Sidney líbrary has a limited supply of new books.

It would be great if the Sidney branch could trade with the other libraries in Victoria, rather than
just trading with up island libraries.
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¡ I like the current location and accessibility of it. The parking is good, the bus route access is

great. I do think the current space could use a refresh inside to make it brighter; however, l've
never felt that the space was too small. Often when l'm there with my two kids we are the only
ones in the kids section. The reason that I would probably use the Panorama branch if available

is that we are already there for swimming programs and such. lf we weren't there for that, l'd
probably continue to use the existing branch.

¡ Not being a regular library user, I feel I can't respond wisely to the second question regarding

replacing the library - the only thing I will say is that if l'm ever going to use it, it needs to be

handy and that would be the downtown core somewhere and not at Panorama.
o There is something special about the Sidney library and part of it is ín that location. lt's a

relaxing space that has a warmth about it. lt might be smaller so an expansion is definitely a

great idea. Please increase the children's area. lt is used by many ad having more computers
and quiet fun seating areas would be appreciated for kids. Build upl Please don't move it!!

o lf you create a new library maybe look into a combination like Kelowna has would benefit
Sidney. Beautiful library right beside a large parkade. Double duty.

o As well as providing a place to consume content, the modern library is becoming a place to
create content. I would like to suggest a "lab space" where users are free to create content
digital or physical. Computers outfitted with computer aided design software - CAD, image

design, Photoshop, etc. 3D printing capabilities and standard printing. Courses could be

provided in the lab setting or otherwise to foster growth with technology. This could potentially

incubate small business as well.
o Expansion can also have conference rooms, quiet study areas, comfortable seat¡ng.

o Love the idea of a branch at Panorama, it would be more convenient because so many people

are there all the time anyway. Great thing to do while my kids are in lessons. I think the library
is great where it is and don't really see a point in rebuilding it. We are there often and it is never

too busy. My kids love the grounds as well.
o The space itself seems adequate, but better integration with Victoria library services would

allow patrons access to a wider variety of materials more easily. This seems to me to be more
important than the square footage of the branch.

r This survey addresses the need for a new facility or renovation based on population. I would be

interested in statistics based on number of library users to determine need.
o Really looking forward to an improved facility. As I don't drive, I would like it to stay where it is.

I would definitely use it more.

o We believe the library, where it is now, is a wonderful community anchor. lt is central, friendly,
a beautiful community garden, and the building hosts many meetings and activities. I have

always been able to access what I need with inter library loans, etc.
o Panorama is not a good location for ease of use by seniors.
o ls it perhaps time to again reconsider moving to the Greater Victoria Library System? I think it

would be advantageous to at least provide a cost/benefit analysis of residents of Sidney and

North Saanich. lf expansion was to take place at the existing site, is it not possible to set up a

temporary library outlet somewhere else? Perhaps in one of the vacant store fronts?
¡ I think they should add a few more computers for the children's area. There are only two and

both are not always working properly. I have been in there a few times when many kids are

waiting to use them.
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. Examine use pattern at ex¡sting location would show that current use is by seniors many of
which live in the immediate area. A total new building is not a requirement or a sensible use of
taxpayer's funds.

o I enjoy the library where it currently is and I also enjoy the park and garden that are with it. I
would not want to see the park and garden affected by a change in the library branch.

o I encourage the Town of Sidney to expand/renovate the current site - the library is well used by

a variety of ages. The current site especially services the adult/senior population well,

considering the number of assisted living units in the vicinity.
¡ The idea proposed to open a North Saanich satellite office is an excellent suggestion. I am fed

up with the changes to "densify" Sidney. Let North Saanich expand.
¡ Please do not take away our Sidney library.
o lf the current site needs to close for renos, make sure the Panorama site is open so we still have

some library services.

r lf the library is built in the downtown core what about parking? I would not like to have the
library closed for any reason. The exercise park was a good idea but does not seem to be used.

Could that space be used for an expanded library without closing the present building?
o I really appreciate the current location of the library and don't wish to see the Sidney branch

relocated. Almost daily we enjoy the gardens and frequently the facility.
¡ The Sidney library is a community centre, a place to learn about the technology needed to

operate smart phones, e-books, other related technologies in the future. I would prefer the

building to be built on more than one floor rather than spread into the garden areas.

o lt is important to keep the library in Sidney so people can walk to the library. Many seniors no

longer drive.
o lt is very important to me that library services be retained in Sidney. The library can be accessed

by walking and does not require vehicle access for most Sidney residents.

¡ Love the library but would like it to be larger.

o Good reference area - lots of natural light - windows open for fresh air in summer. Reference

books should be placed close to the reference area. Skylights added in non-windowed areas.

o lf it is decided to change location (which I do not favour) I would suggest that once the Fire hall

is moved, the current Firehall be upgraded for library usage. There is already an elevator for the

multi-level facility, plus ample parking on site and next door at the parking lot. Save the
taxpayers some tax dollars PLEASE!

o When a book is popular and there is a long waiting list it would be great if the library had more

copies or shortened the lend time. Also the online cancelling process is a bit confusing.

o The Sidney branch has a unique relationship with the community. The size is right for the size of
the town, the staff are knowledgeable, helpful and always friendly. lf need be, l'd certainly use a

new facility in the downtown core, but prefer the current location.
. Keep our beautiful gardens. Better lighting and new furniture, a family washroom. More room

for scooters to park. More space for people to sit and read.
o I would like tl"re Sidney library to join the Victoria network instead of the current VIRL because

more books, CDs and other resources will then be enjoyed by the residents of Sidney, even at

more costs.
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. With so many residences for seniors here it would be a shame to move the library. lt is
important that we have the facilities close. Many do not drive so to move it would be depriving
them of an important part of their lives.

o Leave existing library functioning while building new library on existing site. Lots of room to do
this.

o A satellite branch at Panorama would be a great idea for parents and young people who use the
facilities. Gulf lsland residents as well as those living in that area.

¡ I moved into Dean Park a year ago and would be pleased to be able to walk to the library and

would go at least monthly.
o The present library size appears adequate. Lots of space on the shelves for more books.
. I question whether in this electronic age and regional nature of VIRL whether a building

expansion is necessary. Renovation yes - install A/C, modern shelving, etc.
o Please leave that beautiful area on Resthaven alone.
o A new library facility in downtown Sidney is not a good idea as parking is already an issue. I feel

stronglythatthelibraryshouldremaininthesamelocation. Don'tmovelibrarytoPanorama. lf
l've got to get in my vehicle to go to the library I would not go to Panorama branch, I would
drive to Uptown where there is other services.

r I sincerely hope that the present location continues to be our main library.
o Leave well enough alonel Hardly ever fínd it crowded. Only improvement I can think of is to

add an annex for meetings with children, etc.
o I would hope we keep the existing facility. The health area and gardens are integral to the

enjoyment of the facility. I come in at all times and have never seen any form of a crowd or
more than a few people so no need for more space.

o I think the library is in a perfect location as it is. Renovations would be good as long as the
beautiful gardens are left. As I never see anyone using the exercise machines, this area could be

eliminated.
o More activities for sight impaired (e.g. reading aloud to a small group). I have one and there are

5 or 6 who come every two weeks. Would it be possible to borrow a book from library for a 6

month use?

¡ Don't move - this is a beautiful library and location ! Currently consider library facility and online
services more than adequate. I would like to hear from Library Staff what needs to improve and

why.
¡ The present library is in a really good location for the many hundreds of "assisted living"

residents within one block.

. Suggest we should be in the Victoria library system as all other Peninsula residents, including
Brentwood. North Saanich should have their own library and Sidney keep the existing library for
Sidney residents.

o A satellite branch in North Saanich would be best. Parking downtown is prohibitive of building
there and enlarging the current one may restrict already difficult parking at tímes. Users of
Shoal Centre park at the library.

o Create an arts and cultural centre that includes other arts and cultural organizations in the
community.

r All we really need is more vehicle parking at the current Sidney library.
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. Renovation to prov¡de meet¡ng accommodate for local groups in or after library hours.
o Love Rhyme Time for my 2 year old, the opportunity to go to Mother Goose with Joyce at this

location and to bring my daughter to the same library where I fell in love with reading. Love this
libraryl

¡ I think the schools should be satellite locations, sharing resources and combining funding for
books and resources. The staff¡ng (union) would not need to change. The library is rarely busy

enough to argue higher levels of service. Bring back the app!
o Parking issues in same location or downtown core. I would not object to move to downtown

core I would need more details to have a proper opinion.
o The library serves Sidney very well. Hopefully the staff, who are very helpful, are agreeable to

stay in the present location.
o Begin by expanding into the current meeting/rented space room. As lovely as the front and

back gardens are, would rather see these spaces used for more parking and an expanded library.
The users of this space often fill the library users parking.

. Any consideration being given to changing to Victoria Library system? The VILS does its best but
you can wait for a long time for a book to travel from Port Hardy to Sidney! Also, though it does

not come under the library as such, please give consideration to updating the Nell Horth Room.

This room is a valuable asset to local organizations as well as to the library but it is so out of date
and inconvenient for meeting use. Any upgrading of the library building should include this
room: for example, make it fully digital accessible with a suspended digital projector, a proper
pull-down screen, improved storage for use by al groups, improved lighting (and light switches
by the back door so you are not stumbling through the dark when exiting).

o I don't feel we have enough information on this matter; while VIRL is saying we should have a

certain number of square feet, Library hours have been cut back on low user days. lt's a
beautiful building and location. Also, the multi-purpose room on north side is often empty - is it
considered part of 'library services'?

o I and many other parents who have children at Sidney Elementary School would use the library
much more if it opened earlier (8:30 a.m.).
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